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Nine Assessors from the WCC Diploma Assessment team gathered on 6th February to review
four print panel submissions.
We are very pleased to say that all four applicants were successful. The Assessors were very
pleased with the standard of work presented and they lingered over each panel, enjoying
the amount of effort put in and the details of individual pictures. We needed a large team
on this occasion so that we could assess four different topics: General Photography,
Landscape, Abstract & Pattern and Creative Photography.

Steve writes:
"I decided to participate in the diploma scheme as a vehicle to improve my photography.
My preferred genre of photography is Landscape photography, however I hoped the
selection of the final ten images contained within my panel were sufficiently varied in
both subject matter, style and lighting, with some outside my comfort zone. My selection
incorporated portraiture, landscape, monochrome, street photography and off-camera
flash techniques. I have tried to capture something of the atmosphere of the subject or
the character of the sitter. Some of my images are constructed whilst others were spontaneous or natural. Whilst the diploma has at times challenged me, it has been an
opportunity, not just to gain more skills, but to look at my photography in new and
interesting ways. I can't recommend participation in the diploma scheme highly enough.
I cannot finish without praise for the mentoring. I thank Martin and Clive for their time,
advice and patience."
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The panel shows evidence of a good range of techniques and a suitable variety of
subjects.
No.3 is excellent with a story to strengthen its impact.
No. 6 creates a dramatic graphic design.
No. 8 is good photography but is rather tight in the frame. A little more space around the
head would have improved the presentation.
No.10 is a successful landscape but with its rather different overall warmer tone, it
doesn't fit as harmoniously in the panel as its companions.
Overall the presentation was thought to be a good mix of subjects and to the standard
required for the General Diploma.
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Susan writes:
"Abstract in Nature’. Over the last eight months I have been spending time in our
countryside and on our coastline and waterways looking for subjects to abstract some
interesting images from.
I have entitled this panel ‘Abstract in Nature’ as all my images are derived from either
natural occurrences in nature or where I have seen interesting light, texture, colour or shape
for abstraction.
I have thoroughly enjoyed working on my Abstract and Pattern Diploma. It has taken me
eight months to complete but has been well worthwhile.
The challenge of looking in depth at things around you and seeing beyond what is actually
in front of you is essential.
I would like to thank Ruth, Tessa and John for their advice and constructive criticism over
the last few months. The help given by the more experienced photographers in WCC is very
welcome and much appreciated.

Assessors' Comments:
Susan's statement was interesting, emphasising how intriguing 'abstracts and patterns'
can be explored by observing the forms of nature.
The images invite the viewer to look closer and appreciate the finer details.
The overall colours harmonised well, creating a attractive panel layout.
The colour management was good, using subtle, muted colours.
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Nos. 7 & 9 illustrated the successful use 'intentional camera movement' (ICM).
The approach and treatment of the subject of water was expressive, successfully retaining
its softly flowing quality.
Variety of subject matter and approach added to the panel’s strength by offering differing
styles yet retaining visual harmony.
Susan has worked hard to select a variety of subjects which were photographed in interesting ways and to the requirements of the Abstract & Pattern Diploma.

Note from Clive The latest group Newsletter is now on the Website do have a look! Follow the link:http://www.worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/hom
e/contemporary-group/968-cpg-newsletter-february-2020
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I was really pleased to hear from Janet - I had missed seeing her lovely
Creative work at meetings. Hopefully now she has recovered from her
‘Eventful Year’ we will be seeing more of her
Janet writes:I am sharing these images with you because I have at last, reacquainted myself with my camera
following quite a busy and ‘eventful’ year.
The photos were taken while on yet another trip to a very favourite location, The Scottish
Highlands. I’ve include one taken by Ken on our Sony RX 10(iii). My husband is new to the
Club but does not take many photos, preferring the artists’ paintbrush. I really like his monkey
image.
The Pine Marten image is less than good but I was pleased just to see one, let alone to get the
snap. By the time I had worked out how to combine all the necessary skills & settings to
capture any wildlife wandering around, unannounced in the absolute darkness of Caledonian
forests, it failed to show up again! When then, I could have shown off a brilliant image!!!!
I was also very pleased to watch and photograph a couple of Red Squirrels again and of course,
get yet more snaps of the lovely but sometimes illusive Crested Tit.
Naturally, I had to include one Creative/ ICM image, my favourite type of photography.
Janet Sprason
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This time to the Gambia on a ‘birding trip’.
His group travelled along the river Gambia for about 300km to Georgetown calling at reserves
and known ‘bird hotspots’! Over the 2 weeks Jeff recorded 240 bird species – including some
rare species plus the odd croc & hippo along the way!
Here are a few of his images:-

Reef Heron

Black Headed Plovers

Marabou Stork
Dark Chanting Goshawk

Giant Kingfisher

Standard Winged Nightjar

Bearded Barbet
Little Bee Eater
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midland counties
Photographic federation
Midland Counties Audio Visual Championships (Midphot-AV)
Were held at the Priory Centre, Burton on Trent - 25th January 2020
Judges: Malcolm Imhoff FRPS FACI(M) (Chair Judges)
Tony Collinson LRPS DPAGB/AV
Ray Grover ARPS
Carole and Howard Bagshaw Trophy Postcards From Cornwall – Martin Fry Cheltenham CC

Misty - Martin Addison - Worcester CC
Malcolm Imhoff’s Award Cold Days on Cannock Chase – Harry Hunt Worcestershire AV Group
Tony Collinson’s Award 68 Degrees North – Mike Edwards Smethwick PS

Commended Toronto – Gordon Nicklin Worcestershire AV Group
Open AV
Winner
Tom Prince Trophy A Fishing Trip – Alan Tryer Worcestershire AV Group
Second MCPF Medal Bomber – Alan Tryer Worcestershire AV Group

Tony Collinson’s Award Mountain Kingdom – Howard Bagshaw Staffs AV Group
Ray Grover’s Award Fire and Ice – Ray Dowding Smethwick PS
Commended Here They Lie - Martin Fry Cheltenham CC
Commended In Search of Provenance - Sue Warner Beacon CC
Audience vote – winner
Martin Fry Trophy A Fishing Trip – Alan Tryer Worcestershire AV Group

- Please let me know of your successes into the
MidPhot Exhibition

LOST - at the Meeting Tuesday February 4th!
Peter Willis mislaid his BLUE SCARF - if anyone has any idea what
happened to it please contact Peter on 01905 452023.
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